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How Is a Volcano Formed?

There is only one way a volcano can be born. It must be made by 
part of  the Earth which lies below its crust. Here the rocks are not 
solid, but liquid, like syrup. Great heat has made them this way.

The melted rocks sometimes are pushed and pressed from below 
until they find their way to the Earth’s surface. This forms a volcano. 
Volcanoes always appear where the crust is weakest.

We call the melted rock ‘lava’. When it comes to the surface it 
is very hot with a temperature over 1 000 degrees Celsius. As 
the lava cools, it hardens and becomes solid rock. The solid rock 
grows and forms a mountain. That is why most volcanoes are 
shaped like mountains.

Luckily, we can tell when a volcano is about to erupt. The 
temperature rises and gas begins to pour out. People who live 
near volcanoes can move away when this happens. But almost 
200 000 people have been killed by volcanoes over the last 600 
years.
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Foreword

Excellence in Reading Skills Year 4 is the  fourth of  six books aimed 
at primary children to help improve their reading and  vocabulary. 
Students are presented with an  interesting study passage based 
on questions which may puzzle them. Hopefully, students’ general 
knowledge will increase as they work through the series.

In Year 4, students have to read and search for answers in the text. 
They also practise writing sentences correctly, and are required 
to write a sentence relevant to each text.  

The Answers section is placed in the middle of  the book so it can 
be removed by a teacher or parent.
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1 Do white ants live in colonies? ..…………….

2 Would a termite eat an iron bar? ..…………….

3  What do you think termites eat in forests? d…………     t…..………

4 Is a termite likely to be found where it is sunny or where it is dark?

 Where it is ……………..

5  Which word also means the same as‘coming out  

from the egg’? ..…………….

6  Which word means ‘a place where babies can be 

fed and looked after’? ..…………….

7  You have learnt that verbs are doing, being or having words.  

The first sentence in the story has a ‘being’ word. Write it below. 

..…………….

8 The second sentence is a long one made of  two parts. 

 Write the joining word (conjunction). ..…………….

9  Write the first sentence in the second paragraph. Change the 

order of  the words. The next word after ‘live’ must be ‘in’.

 .………………………………………………………………………………

 .………………………………………………………………………………

10  Look at the first sentence in the third paragraph and write: 

a   the first common noun  ..……………. 

b   the first verb    ..……………. 

c   the conjunction   ..…………….

11 Write a sentence saying what a termite would like to eat.

 ……….....………………………………………………………………………
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Is a White Ant an Ant?

White ants are not ants at all. They are really termites, but they do 
have the same habits as ants.

Termites live like ants in large colonies. There is always a queen 
who does nothing but lay eggs in their thousands. Workers carry 
the eggs away to the nursery. After hatching, the grub is fed by its 
nurses on saliva and chewed wood.

The grub grows and may become a prince or queen with wings. 
Most likely it will become a worker without wings or eyes, but with 
legs to enable it to move.

Before houses were built, termites were useful because they ate 
dead trees that had fallen down. Now they are pests because they 
love to eat wood. They often nest under houses and eat their way 
up any wooden supports into the frame and roof  timbers.

As they work in the dark, they like to eat the inside of  a piece 
of  wood. They leave the outside like a shell. So the first time the 
owner of  a house finds termites is when he or she puts a finger 
clean through a piece of  their house!
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What makes a bee hum?

A bee’s humming is made when its wings 
move. They move very quickly and as they 
move backwards and forwards they set the 
air moving. It is the waves in the air that make 
them hum.

If  the waves are too slow you cannot hear 
them. Pick up a ping-pong bat and fan the air. 
You cannot fan fast enough to make a humming 
noise.

The next time a bird flies overhead, listen to its wings. They may 
make a gentle flapping noise but they do not hum. This is because 
its wings are not moving quickly like the bee. Of  course, if  you 
happened to be in a country where they were humming birds, 
then you would hear the wings hum. Some of  the tiniest humming 
birds flap their wings 70 times every second.
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1 Does warm air tend to rise or fall? ..…………….

2 Do drops of  water in clouds form electricity? ..…………….

3 Which travels faster, sound or light? ..…………….

4 Is it safe to swim in a pool during a thunderstorm? ..…………….

5 Which word also means the same as ‘thrown’? ..…………….

6 Which word means the opposite of  ‘safe’? ..…………….

7  Verbs are doing, being or having words. Every sentence must 

have one. The first sentence in the story has two doing words. 

Write them.

 ……………….  ………………

8 The last sentence has one verb. Write it. ..…………….

9  Write your own verb and one adjective to complete the sentence 

below.

 Rain ……………… from ……………… clouds in a thunderstorm.

10  Do the same in the next sentence.

  Do not ………………. under a ……………… when lightning  

is flashing.

  Write a long sentence about a thunderstorm. Use a joining word 

(called a ‘conjunction’). See if  you can use one or two adjectives 

to make your sentence interesting.

 ………………………………………………………………………………

 ………………………………………………………………………………
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What Makes Lightning and Thunder?

We see lightning and hear thunder in a thunderstorm.  
A thunderstorm happens when the weather is hot. Warm air goes 
up into the sky, taking water with it. As the air rises higher and 
higher, the water forms into clouds. These clouds are thick and 
flat at the bottom. The tops are shaped like mushrooms.

Drops of  water in these clouds are tossed about and rub together. 
They become charged with electricity. The electric charge in one 
part of  a cloud shoots over to another cloud. This is a giant spark 
or flash of  lightning.

When lightning flashes, it causes air to swell quickly and make 
a loud noise. This noise we hear is thunder. Lightning between 
clouds is not dangerous. Lightning between clouds and the 
ground can be dangerous. If  you are caught outside, keep away 
from water, iron railings or single trees.

You will always see the lightning before you hear the clap of  
thunder. Light travels faster than sound.
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1 What part of  a bee makes a humming noise?  its …………

2 Do some birds make a humming noise when they fly? …………….

3 Can you make a humming noise with a pin-pong bat? …………….

4 What sort of  bird flaps its wings very quickly?  a ……………. bird

5 Which word means the same as ‘fast’? ……………

6 One word in the story tells you where a bird was flying.

 Which word is this? ……………

7 Which word in the story means the same as ‘smallest’?……………

8 How many times would a humming bird flap its wings in two   

 seconds? Circle the right answer.

   70  210  280  140

9 Use the words below to make a sentence that means the same as  

 the first one in the story. Begin your sentence with the word that  

 starts  with a capital letter.  End your sentence with a full stop.

   wings noise make A  humming  bee’s  a

 …………………………………………………………………………………

 …………………………………………………………………………………

10 Finish the sentence below by adding words from the story.

 A bee moves its w……………… . This makes w……………………

 in the a……………… that h…………….. .SAM
PLE
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Where Does Beach Sand Come From?

There are two kinds of  sand on our beaches 
in Australia. One kind is the sand that is 
made up of  tiny bits of  stone. This is made 
by the wind and waves breaking up rocks 
along our coast. Rock worn away by steams 
and rivers can also be carried down from 
hills and mountains to form sand where the 
river meets the sea.

The other kind is made up of  old shells and 
bits of  sea creatures. You have to look through a magnifying glass 
to really tell which pieces are made up of  stone and which are 
made of  shell.

Sometimes sand stays on the sea bed for a long time. Then 
suddenly a hurricane or big storm churns up the sea. The sand is 
moved from the sea bed and left along the shore.
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1  Write the names or kinds of  apes mentioned in the story. All the  

names you write will be common nouns.

 ……………….    ………………    ………………

2 Which of  the apes can learn new skills best? ..…………….

3 In which continent do wild gorillas live? ..…………….

4 Would a baby gorilla be frightened of  a snake? ..…………….

5 What do we call people who look after animals in a zoo? ………….

6 Write the adjective that tells us that gorillas are not fierce ……….

7 Which word means the same as ‘frightened’? ..…………….

8  You know that nouns are words that name things we can see or  

touch. Special names of  people or places are written with a  

capital letter. We call these ‘proper nouns’. In the story there is   

a special place of  two words that has been written with capital 

letters. Write the two words.

 ……………….   ………………

9 Finish these sentences by putting in your own adjective and a   

 proper noun which must begin with a capital letter.

 a  You can see ……………… gorillas at a zoo  in ……………..

 b  The ………………. chimpanzee was called ……………….

10 Write a sentence about an orang-outang you have seen on    

 television  or at a zoo. Use an adjective and one proper noun.

 .....................................................................................................

 .....................................................................................................
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51 1	tiger,	zebra				2	deer				3	white				4	lions				5	difficult				6	alive				7	thick 

 8 zebra’s stripes    9 white    10 parent or teacher to correct 

 11 parent or teacher to correct

53 1 gorilla, orang-outang, chimpanzee    2 chimpanzee     3 Africa 

 4 yes    5 keepers    6 peaceful    7 afraid    8 London Zoo    9 parent  

 or teacher to correct    10 parent or teacher to correct

55 1 rise    2 yes    3 light    4 no    5 tossed   6 dangerous     7 see, hear 

 8 travels    9 parent or teacher to correct    10 parent or teacher to correct 

 11 parent or teacher to correct

57 1 yes    2 no    3 dead trees    4 dark    5 hatching    6 nursery    7 are 

 8 but    9 Like ants, termites live in large colonies    10 (a) grub 

 (b) grows (c) and    11 parent or teacher to correct

59 1 liquid    2 lava    3 yes    4 gas    5 which    6 below    7 erupt 

 8 200 000    9 A volcano in Italy once buried a town. 

 10 parent or teacher to correct
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Answers
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7 1 wings    2 yes    3 no    4 humming    5 quickly    6 overhead 

 7 tiniest    8 140    9 A bee’s wings make a humming noise.    10 A 

 bee moves its wings. This makes waves in the air that hum.

9 1 two     2 waves    3 yes    4 yes    5 tiny    6 bits    7 hurricane     

 8 in the sea    9 You can examine sand with a magnifying glass.     

 10 parent or teacher to correct

11 1 leaves    2 boiling    3 no    4 three     5 dried    6 animal    7 little 

 8 over    9 Too much tannin can upset your stomach.     

 10 parent or teacher to correct

13 1 no    2 yes    3 roses    4 America    5 helpful    6 pretty, little 

 7 sprayed    8 gardener    9 Some ladybirds harm garden 

 vegetables    10 parent or teacher to correct

15 1 yes    2 quicksilver    3 yes    4 driver    5 because    6 properly 

 7 outside    8 smooth    9 The back of a mirror has quicksilver. 

 10 parent or teacher to correct

17 1 thumb    2 no    3 hot    4 skin    5 rise    6 burst    7 simplest    8 lighter 

 9 Have you seen soap bubbles in a bath?    10 parent or teacher to correct

19 1 yes    2 yes    3 America    4 cats    5 but    6 dark    7 small    8 amazed 

	 9	Bats	fly	at	night	and	sleep	during	the	day.			10	parent or teacher to correctSAM
PLE
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